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Abstract: Cell microinjection is a technique of precise delivery of substances into cells and is widely
used for studying cell transfection, signaling pathways, and organelle functions. Microinjection of the
embryos of zebrafish, the third most important animal model, has become a very useful technique
in bioscience. However, factors such as the small cell size, high cell deformation tendency, and
transparent zebrafish embryo membrane make the microinjection process difficult. Furthermore,
this process has strict, specific requirements, such as chorion softening, avoiding contacting the first
polar body, and high-precision detection. Therefore, highly accurate control and detection platforms
are critical for achieving the automated microinjection of zebrafish embryos. This article reviews
the latest technologies and methods used in the automated microinjection of zebrafish embryos and
provides a detailed description of the current developments and applications of robotic microinjection
systems. The review covers key areas related to automated embryo injection, including cell searching
and location, cell position and posture adjustment, microscopic visual servoing control, sensors,
actuators, puncturing mechanisms, and microinjection.
Keywords: Zebrafish embryo; cell microinjection; automated microinjection; microscopic
visual servoing

1. Introduction
1.1. Background of Automated Microinjection
Microinjection [1,2] is a technique of introducing exogenous substances, such as DNAs,
RNAi, sperms, proteins, and drug compounds, into cells using a fine-tipped needle. It has
been widely used for studying different aspects of living cells, from signal transduction to cell
genetic structure and gene expression. Compared with other traditional physical delivery methods,
such as electroporation [3,4], viral vectors [5,6], gene guns [7], ultrasound-mediated delivery [8,9],
sperm-mediated delivery [10], hydrodynamic delivery [11,12], and dielectrophoresis (DEP) [13,14],
microinjection is more toxicity-sparing and can maintain the biological activity of cells. It can be used
for various target cell types, such as Drosophila (fruit flies) embryos, mouse embryos, and zebrafish
embryos. The efficiency and success rate of delivering exogenous substances by the traditional methods
are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1.
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Zebrafish is one of the most well-established research models in life sciences and biotechnology.
Zebrafish is one of the most well-established research models in life sciences and biotechnology.
They are relatively transparent at the embryonic stage, which facilitates the observation of early
They are relatively transparent at the embryonic stage, which facilitates the observation of early
morphological changes. They are ideal for DNA or mRNA injection, cell labeling, and transplantation.
morphological changes. They are ideal for DNA or mRNA injection, cell labeling, and
Therefore, zebrafish embryo microinjection (ZEM) has been widely used in many fields, such as
transplantation. Therefore, zebrafish embryo microinjection (ZEM) has been widely used in many
genetics [21], virology [22], toxicology [23], endocrinology [24], immunology [25], and oncology [26].
fields, such as genetics [21], virology [22], toxicology [23], endocrinology [24], immunology [25], and
It is playing an essential role in advancing the field of cell biology, such as in genetics, transgenics,
oncology [26]. It is playing an essential role in advancing the field of cell biology, such as in genetics,
assisted reproduction, and drug discovery. However, conventional microinjection techniques are time
transgenics, assisted reproduction, and drug discovery. However, conventional microinjection
consuming and error prone and have a low success rate. With the development of microscopic vision,
techniques are time consuming and error prone and have a low success rate. With the development
micro-nano manipulation, mechanical engineering, and servoing control, automated ZEM has been
of microscopic vision, micro-nano manipulation, mechanical engineering, and servoing control,
realized as an alternative to manual or semi-automated methods.
automated ZEM has been realized as an alternative to manual or semi-automated methods.
Figure 2 shows the main parts of an automated microinjection system. In recent years, several
Figure 2 shows the main parts of an automated microinjection system. In recent years, several
research groups [27–31] have attempted to develop automated ZEM using technologies such as
research groups [27–31] have attempted to develop automated ZEM using technologies such as
computer processing, microscopic image processing, servoing control, and micromachining. However,
computer processing, microscopic image processing, servoing control, and micromachining.
most injection strategies still rely on a holding pipette to immobilize a single cell, which greatly limits
However, most injection strategies still rely on a holding pipette to immobilize a single cell, which
the efficiency of the cell injection process. Some automated suspended cell injection strategies [30,32,33]
greatly limits the efficiency of the cell injection process. Some automated suspended cell injection
are complicated to use and involve a time-consuming injection process.
strategies [30,32,33] are complicated to use and involve a time-consuming injection process.
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1.2. Key Issues in ZEM
1.2. Key Issues in ZEM
In addition to the abovementioned issues with detection control methods, techniques and the
In addition to the abovementioned issues with detection control methods, techniques and the
characteristics of zebrafish embryos membrane in development should also be considered. The chorion
characteristics of zebrafish embryos membrane in development should also be considered. The
softening process that occurs during the early development of zebrafish embryos [37,38] changes the
chorion softening process that occurs during the early development of zebrafish embryos [37,38]
quantitative relationship between the applied force and the deformation of the chorionic structure
changes the quantitative relationship between the applied force and the deformation of the chorionic
at different embryonic stages. This greatly affects the puncturing mechanism of the microinjection
structure at different embryonic stages. This greatly affects the puncturing mechanism of the
needle. Furthermore, there are strict requirements regarding the adjustment of the cell position during
microinjection needle. Furthermore, there are strict requirements regarding the adjustment of the cell
the zebrafish embryo injection process, i.e., the microneedle should not contact the first polar body
position during the zebrafish embryo injection process, i.e., the microneedle should not contact the
during injection. The animal pole, i.e., the pole with less yolk and faster cleavage, is the ideal site for
first polar body during injection. The animal pole, i.e., the pole with less yolk and faster cleavage, is
embryo injection.
the ideal site for embryo injection.
Therefore, based on the abovementioned characteristics and operational requirements of zebrafish
Therefore, based on the abovementioned characteristics and operational requirements of
embryos, the following developments in the automated ZEM process are warranted: (1) to avoid
zebrafish embryos, the following developments in the automated ZEM process are warranted: (1) to
structural damage to the cells and effectively improve the efficiency of the operations, a system and
avoid structural damage to the cells and effectively improve the efficiency of the operations, a system
method capable of immobilizing a large number of zebrafish embryos and rapidly detecting their
and method capable of immobilizing a large number of zebrafish embryos and rapidly detecting their
position must be developed; (2) an automated and robust system for detecting and adjusting the
position must be developed; (2) an automated and robust system for detecting and adjusting the cell
cell posture based on visual servoing control must be developed, which will help avoid cell posture
posture based on visual servoing control must be developed, which will help avoid cell posture
adjustment during the pre-piercing stage; and (3) the two driving devices must be coordinated to
adjustment during the pre-piercing stage; and (3) the two driving devices must be coordinated to
quickly and effectively perform cell puncture and quantitative injection, so as to ensure that the changes
quickly and effectively perform cell puncture and quantitative injection, so as to ensure that the
in the relationship between the applied force and the deformation of the chorionic structure caused by
changes in the relationship between the applied force and the deformation of the chorionic structure
chorion softening during zebrafish embryo development do not affect the puncturing mechanism.
caused by chorion softening during zebrafish embryo development do not affect the puncturing
mechanism.
1.3.
Current State of Experimental Research on ZEM
problems
encounteredResearch
in the various
1.3. The
Current
State of Experimental
on ZEM steps of microinjection and their solutions are
described in Table 1. Several solutions to the listed problems have been reported by many research
groups.
Toproblems
immobilize
a large number
of embryos,
Liu of
[39]microinjection
established a multi-micromanipulator
The
encountered
in the
various X.
steps
and their solutions are
system
to rapidly
the embryos
obtain
three-dimensional
(3D)reported
positionsbyofmany
the cells
and
described
in Tabledetect
1. Several
solutionsand
to the
listed
problems have been
research
groups. To immobilize a large number of embryos, X. Liu [39] established a multi-micromanipulator
system to rapidly detect the embryos and obtain three-dimensional (3D) positions of the cells and
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manipulators. For visual servoing control and cell posture adjustment in automated microinjection,
W. Wang et al. [40] proposed a robotic micromanipulation system based on computer vision and
motion control. Z. Nan et al. [41] developed a robotic microinjection system for cell recognition and
path planning based on a pattern matching method and genetic algorithm. Z. Wang et al. [42] designed
a fully automated 3D cell-rotating robotic micromanipulation system that can rotate a single zebrafish
embryo to the desired orientation by fluidic flow control using motion control and computer vision.
To address the problems in cell injection and puncturing, H. B. Huang [36] designed a piezo-driven
cell injector, and Z. Lu et al. [43] designed a prototype system for batch injection of zebrafish embryos.
This system can guide the micropipette to penetrate the embryo at a rapid but constant rate.
Table 1. Solutions to the problems encountered in the zebrafish embryo microinjection process.
Experimental
Operations

Technical Parts
Involved

Main Tasks

Key Problems to Resolve

1. Immobilize zebrafish
embryos and detect their
positions

Cell immobilization, cell
detection, and tracking

• Cell immobilization [40,43–46]
• Cell detection [41,47–53]
• Microinjection needle detection
[39,48,53–55]

To avoid damaging the cell
structure and improve the
operational efficiency

Rapid automatic
focusing

• Image sharpness evaluation function
[53,56]
• Focus position search
• Image sharpness global maximization
search strategy [57–59]

2. Recognize cell
postures based on
microscopic visuals and
adjust the cell postures

Cell posture adjustment

Contact [42,60] and non-contact:
micro-fluid, dielectric electrophoresis,
magnetic field method, ultrasonic method

Visual servoing control

• Position-based visual servoing control
[60,61]
• Image-based visual servoing control [39]
• Trajectory planning [41]

3. Perform rapid and
effective puncture and
quantitative injection of
cells using a holding
pipette and an injection
needle-driving device

Actuator

• Piezoelectric ceramics [62–64]
• Electrostrictive ceramics [65]
• Other types of actuators are shown in
Table 3

Sensor detection

• Micro-force sensor [38,66–72]
• Micro-displacement sensor [73,74]
• Visual sensor [75]

Cell models

• Young’s modulus [37,76]
• Shear modulus [77,78]
• Other cell models [64,79,80]

Puncturing mechanism

• Pulse puncturing [81]
• Drilling movement [36,82]
• Lateral vibration movement [83]

Microinjection

• Capillary pressure injection [1]
• Pulse pressure injection [84,85]
• Balanced pressure injection [45]
• Capillary electrophoresis [86]
• Capillary iontophoresis [87]

To resolve the problem in cell
posture adjustment during the
pre-puncturing stage, so that the
injection needle can be kept
away from the first polar body
and guided to the ideal injection
site
To ensure that the changes in the
relationship between the applied
force and chorion deformations
caused by chorion softening
during zebrafish embryo
development do not affect the
puncturing mechanism

The following sections provide an analysis of recent studies on these topics and a summary of
the advantages and limitations of their proposed solutions. Covered in the following sections are also
some suggestions for improving the automated ZEM. A typical automated microinjection system is
shown in Figure 3.

•Capillary iontophoresis [87]
The following sections provide an analysis of recent studies on these topics and a summary of
the advantages and limitations of their proposed solutions. Covered in the following sections are also
some suggestions for improving the automated ZEM. A typical automated microinjection system
is
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[88]).

2. Cell Searching and Positioning
2. Cell Searching and Positioning
The first step of microinjection involves searching for the cells in a microscopic field and proper
The first step of microinjection involves searching for the cells in a microscopic field and proper
positioning of the yolk centroid using the motion servoing control system to achieve the target position
positioning of the yolk centroid using the motion servoing control system to achieve the target
for puncturing with the injection needle. Image processing is the most important technique involved
position for puncturing with the injection needle. Image processing is the most important technique
in searching and positioning, especially for cell and needle identification and autofocusing. It can be
involved in searching and positioning, especially for cell and needle identification and autofocusing.
divided into image preprocessing, image segmentation, object recognition, and image understanding
It can be divided into image preprocessing, image segmentation, object recognition, and image
stages, the most critical stages among which are image segmentation and object recognition [41]. In the
understanding stages, the most critical stages among which are image segmentation and object
following sections, we describe the applications of these image processing techniques in cell searching
recognition [41]. In the following sections, we describe the applications of these image processing
and positioning.
techniques in cell searching and positioning.
2.1. Cell and Injection Needle Identification
2.1. Cell and Injection Needle Identification
In the cell recognition process, image segmentation is used to divide the cell image information
In the celland
recognition
process,
image
is information
used to divide
thethe
cellcontours
image information
into foreground
background,
which
helpssegmentation
to derive valid
about
and edges
into
foreground
and
background,
which
helps
to
derive
valid
information
about
the
contours
and
of the cell. To date, many comprehensive studies have been conducted on image segmentation [89].
edges
of the segmentation
cell. To date, many
comprehensive
studies have
been conducted
image
segmentation
The
existing
algorithms
can be roughly
classified
into three on
types.
The
first type
[89].
The
existing
segmentation
algorithms
can
be
roughly
classified
into
three
types.
The
type
comprises the image-based edge detection methods, including the Canny algorithm [90],first
Hough
comprises
the
image-based
edge
detection
methods,
including
the
Canny
algorithm
[90],
Hough
transform [91], Sobel algorithm, and snake model [92]. The second type comprises methods based
transform [91], Sobel algorithm, and snake model [92]. The second type comprises methods based on
on the statistical characteristics of gray histograms, including the adaptive threshold segmentation
the statistical
characteristics
of gray
histograms,
including
the adaptive
threshold
segmentation
algorithm
[93,94],
Ostu algorithm
[95], and
fuzzy threshold
segmentation.
The
third type
comprises
algorithm [93,94], Ostu algorithm [95], and fuzzy threshold segmentation. The third type comprises
methods based on region-based segmentation algorithms, including the split merge algorithm and the
methodsgrowth
based algorithm.
on region-based
segmentation
algorithms,
includingconsidered
the split merge
algorithm
and
regional
Because
zebrafish embryos
are generally
to be in
a spherical
the regional growth algorithm. Because zebrafish embryos are generally considered to be in a
or approximately spherical shape, they are often identified by the Hough transform [47,50–52,96].
spherical or approximately spherical shape, they are often identified by the Hough transform [47,50–
This method enables faster calculation and more efficient recognition than other methods. However, the
problem with this method is that during the binarization process, the target object may be mixed with
certain areas of the environment and thus display several erroneous edges in the image. In addition,
cells are inevitably stacked together in the cell recognition process, so it may become difficult to explain
their circular characteristics once the image is converted into the binary form. Figure 4 shows the
identification process of zebrafish embryos.

be mixed with certain areas of the environment and thus display several erroneous edges in the
image. In addition, cells are inevitably stacked together in the cell recognition process, so it may
become difficult to explain their circular characteristics once the image is converted into the binary
form. Figure 4 shows the identification process of zebrafish embryos.
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Figure 4.
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Real-time tracking of the needle is also a key part of the microinjection process. There are three
ofmicroscopic
microscopic
vision-based
tracking
methods:
image
template
matching-based
tracking,
types of
vision-based
tracking
methods:
image
template
matching-based
tracking,
feature
feature point-based
andcontour-based
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Thetemplate
image template
matching-based
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tracking,tracking,
and active
tracking.tracking.
The image
matching-based
method
method delivers
usually delivers
high tracking
accuracy
butnot
does
not work
well when
the target
is occluded,
usually
high tracking
accuracy
but does
work
well when
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is occluded,
the
the target
shape
change,
or any
rotation
occurs.
active
contour-based
tracking
method
target
shape
and and
size size
change,
or any
rotation
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The The
active
contour-based
tracking
method
(i.e.,
(i.e., Snake
tracking
[98]) involves
a typical
tracking
In this method,
theinitial
givencontour
initial
Snake
tracking
[98]) involves
a typical
image image
tracking
model.model.
In this method,
the given
contour gradually
approaches
actual
targetunder
contour
under
virtual
and tracking
real-timeoftracking
of
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the actualthe
target
contour
virtual
force,
andforce,
real-time
the target
the
target
is
achieved
by
making
the
shape
and
position
of
the
target
contour
change
dynamically.
is achieved by making the shape and position of the target contour change dynamically.
toits
itsfixed
fixedshape,
shape,the
the
injection
needle
does
deform,
nor does
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completely
Due to
injection
needle
does
not not
deform,
nor does
it disappear
completely
when
when blocked.
Therefore,
in microinjection
needle recognition
algorithms,
the cross-correlation
blocked.
Therefore,
in microinjection
needle recognition
algorithms,
the cross-correlation
template
template matching
[50,96]ismethod
usually to
adopted
identify
the micro-glass
for cell
matching
[50,96] method
usuallyisadopted
identifytothe
micro-glass
needle forneedle
cell injection.
injection.
Thematching
template method
matching
method
theregion
needlefrom
tip region
from image
the original
imageastoa
The
template
divides
thedivides
needle tip
the original
to function
function
a needle[48,55].
tip template
[48,55]. is
This
template
then matched
against
whole the
image
to
needle
tipastemplate
This template
then
matchedisagainst
the whole
imagethe
to detect
target
detecta satisfying
the target level
with of
a satisfying
level ofthe
error.
the template
gray image-based
templatetends
matching
with
error. However,
grayHowever,
image-based
matching method
to be
method
tends to be time consuming.
time
consuming.
2.2. Autofocusing
An autofocus
autofocus system
systemcan
canrapidly
rapidlyobtain
obtain
high-quality
image
information,
which
a
high-quality
image
information,
which
lays alays
solid
solid
foundation
for
subsequent
cell
microinjection
processes,
such
as
image
processing
and
foundation for subsequent cell microinjection processes, such as image processing and precise
precise
positioning.
Autofocus
an essential
achievingautomated
automated microscopic
microscopic visual
positioning.
Autofocus
is an isessential
step step
in in
achieving
micromanipulation. Autofocus technology covers three aspects: image sharpness evaluation function,
focus position search, and image sharpness global maximization search strategy.
G.H. Zong et al. [99] proposed two focusing functions related to the wavelet transform that
are based on discrete wavelet transform- and continuous wavelet transform-based autocorrelation.
B.J. Yu et al. [100] used the target region selection method to combine the two sharpness evaluation
methods to achieve a full closed-loop feedback of the positioning system. L.G. Chen et al. [101]
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adopted a focusing method based on depth from defocus. Z.Q. Zhou et al. [102] proposed an autofocus
and control method that uses a combination of the lifting wavelet transform and the Sobel edge
detection operator to form a focus evaluation function and the self-organizing algorithm to perform
unsupervised training on the focused and defocused images.
Although the image processing-based autofocus technology is becoming increasingly popular in
optical imaging systems, some improvements are required in the existing methods:

•

•
•

There are local extreme points. The actual focusing process is prone to falling into the local
extremum and thus causes the focusing to fail. This problem is usually solved by improving the
focus search strategy and finding an ideal focus evaluation function.
Objective quantitative evaluation metrics are unavailable for evaluating the focusing function,
and the specific value cannot be reflected by the performance of the focus curve function.
It is difficult to balance speed and accuracy in the focus search strategy. The small size of the target
object requires high accuracy, which is difficult to meet while operating at the required speed.

2.3. Cell Posture Adjustment Methods
To enable injections at specific locations of the embryo and to avoid any damage to specific
internal organelles, the position and posture of the cells are often adjusted using mechanics, fluid
electric fields, and magnetic fields.
Cell position and posture adjustment usually involves using a holding pipette to aspirate the
zebrafish embryos and keeping the injection needle away from the first polar body during the injection
process. The cell’s animal pole is the ideal injection site, but it is also possible to target the yolk for
direct injection and let the sample be distributed into the cells with the flow of the cytoplasm and the
yolk. A fast, reliable, and precise method for cell position and posture adjustment can be a stable aid to
subsequent operations, such as membrane puncture with a microinjection needle. To facilitate this,
many micro-nano robot control systems and physical methods have been proposed to adjust the cell
posture. Currently, the cell position adjustment methods can be roughly divided into two categories:
contact and non-contact methods. A summary of these methods is provided in Table 2.
Table 2. Methods for cell position and posture adjustment and their characteristics.
Method

Mechanical
contact method

Operational Principles

Advantages

Disadvantages

References

Continuously hold and release the
cell to adjust its position and
posture

• Easy to
operate
• No additional
equipment
required

• Time
consuming
• Inefficient

[103]

Use an injection needle to pluck
the cells that are held in the
holding tube

• Simple to
operate
• No additional
equipment
required

• Cell
vulnerability

[104]

Use a rotating device and a visual
servoing system together to
position the rotating cell at three
points

• The ability to
automatically
adjust the cell
position and
posture

• Slightly lower
operational
efficiency

[60]
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Table 2. Cont.
Method

Operational Principles

Microfluidics

Dielectrophoresis
Non-contact
method

Advantages

Disadvantages

References

Fluid flow
characteristics
and interaction
between forces

• Minor
damage to cells
• Rotation of
cells to any
position

• Complicated
debugging
• Low
experimental
efficiency

[42,105–110]

Electric field
force

• Fast
operation
• High
positioning
accuracy

• The influence
of electric fields
on the cells
makes it
difficult to set
up a system

[111–124]

[125–129]

[62,130,131]

Magnetic field

Magnetic force

• Easy to
operate and
control

• The influence
of magnetic
fields on the
cells makes it
difficult to set
up a system.

Ultrasonic

The action of
acoustic
radiation

• Easy to
operate

• High local
pressure and
heat

2.3.1. The Contact Method
A mechanical contact method is the most direct and effective method of performing cell position
adjustment using micro-robots or micro-manipulation tools [103,104]. Given the particularity of
zebrafish embryos and the experimental environment, the micromanipulator must meet several strict
requirements. Zebrafish embryos are structurally weak, so a reasonable amount of force should be
applied to avoid damaging the embryos. The micromanipulator must be adapted to the operating
environment to overcome the scale effect of micromanipulation. Therefore, the micromanipulator
should be able perform fine operations within a limited space and in a manner that keeps the target
object in the microscopic field. Moreover, the micromanipulator should have multiple degrees of
freedom, operational flexibility, ease of adjustment, and high motion accuracy to ensure precise cell
position and posture adjustment. To increase the accuracy and repeatability of the system, force
feedback and visual feedback can be introduced. One example of a mechanical contact method is an
automated cell rotation system proposed by Z. Wang [60] that uses a three-point contact method to
manipulate a single cell.
2.3.2. The Non-Contact Method
The non-contact method, which has also become popular among researchers, can be performed
by two mechanisms. One is by creating a microfluidic flow for the solution in which the cell is
guided to move or rotate (e.g., the microfluidic method [42,105–110]). For the distinctive non-contact
method to work properly, a closed space is required to ensure minimal interference from the external
environment. The other is by applying a type of “force” or “torque” directly onto the cell and allowing
it to move or rotate (e.g., DEP [111–124], the electromagnetic method [125–129], and the acoustic wave
method [130,131]).
2.4. The Microfluidic Method
The microfluidic method based on the flow characteristics of fluids controls the cell position and
posture by generating a controllable microfluidic field at microscale. This method guides the cell
movement by the pressure and viscosity generated by the fluid motion. The disadvantage of this

2.4. The Microfluidic Method
The microfluidic method based on the flow characteristics of fluids controls the cell position and
posture by generating a controllable microfluidic field at microscale. This method guides the cell
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movement by the pressure and viscosity generated by the fluid motion. The disadvantage of this
method is that changes in the cell size and the varying viscosity of the solution can affect the cell
rotation is
result.
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In summary, the microfluidic method does not damage the cell, but its experimental efficiency is
low due
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processdoes
and not
an uncontrollable
operation
process.
In summary,
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but its experimental
efficiency
is low due to a complicated debugging process and an uncontrollable operation process.
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2.6. The Magnetic Field Method
2.6. The Magnetic Field Method
The magnetic field method is based on the principle that magnetic dipoles are arranged in a
The magnetic field method is based on the principle that magnetic dipoles are arranged in a
disorderly manner when they are not affected by any external magnetic field. When a magnetic field
disorderly manner when they are not affected by any external magnetic field. When a magnetic field
is added around the material, the magnetic dipoles point in the same direction and exhibit magnetic
is added around the material, the magnetic dipoles point in the same direction and exhibit magnetic
properties. Therefore, the position and posture of the cells can be adjusted by changing the force acting
properties. Therefore, the position and posture of the cells can be adjusted by changing the force
on them in the magnetic field. A. Winkleman et al. [127] verified this principle using three pairs of
acting on them in the magnetic field. A. Winkleman et al. [127] verified this principle using three
electromagnetic poles to generate a rotating magnetic field around the cells; the magnetic force could
pairs of electromagnetic poles to generate a rotating magnetic field around the cells; the magnetic
rotate the cells to the desired position and posture. In addition, S. Floyd et al. [128] proposed a method
force could rotate the cells to the desired position and posture. In addition, S. Floyd et al. [128]
that uses an external magnetic field to control a tiny magnetic tool to indirectly change the cell position
proposed a method that uses an external magnetic field to control a tiny magnetic tool to indirectly
and posture. Figure 7A shows the use of a magnetic field to rotate the cell to the desired position
change the cell position and posture. Figure 7A shows the use of a magnetic field to rotate the cell to
and posture.
the desired position and posture.
Similar to DEP, the disadvantage of the magnetic field method is that the effect of the magnetic
Similar to DEP, the disadvantage of the magnetic field method is that the effect of the magnetic
field on the cells is unknown, and it is difficult to construct and debug the system.
field on the cells is unknown, and it is difficult to construct and debug the system.
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2.7. The Ultrasound Method
2.7. The Ultrasound Method
The ultrasound method for cell position and posture adjustment works by controlling one or
The ultrasound method for cell position and posture adjustment works by controlling one or
more tiny objects suspended in a culture solution without prior positioning. This method is typically
more tiny objects suspended in a culture solution without prior positioning. This method is typically
used to capture tiny objects based on the superposition of pressure waves in two orthogonal planes.
used to capture tiny objects based on the superposition of pressure waves in two orthogonal planes.
N. Läubli [131] used an acoustic wave-based microfluidic device that generates a local vortex by
N. Läubli [131] used an acoustic wave-based microfluidic device that generates a local vortex by
resonant acoustic excitation of air-filled microbubbles, allowing the cells to rotate in a controlled
resonant acoustic excitation of air-filled microbubbles, allowing the cells to rotate in a controlled 3D
3D space. However, when the ultrasonic wave in the liquid reaches a certain intensity, cavitation
space. However, when the ultrasonic wave in the liquid reaches a certain intensity, cavitation occurs,
occurs, which consequently produces a high local temperature and pressure. This method is inefficient,
which consequently produces a high local temperature and pressure. This method is inefficient,
especially in controlling cells at high-density. Therefore, further experimental research is required
especially in controlling cells at high-density. Therefore, further experimental research is required to
to verify the applicability of this method in the biological field. The improved acoustic method
verify the applicability of this method in the biological field. The improved acoustic method controls
controls the cell position as shown in Figure 7B. D.H. Kim [132] proposed a novel high-throughput
the cell position as shown in Figure 7B. D.H. Kim [132] proposed a novel high-throughput cell
cell manipulation method using acoustic wave technology; this method can effectively perform cell
manipulation method using acoustic wave technology; this method can effectively perform cell
capture and transfer.
capture and transfer.
3. Microscopic Visual Servoing System
3. Microscopic Visual Servoing System
The task of microscopic visual servoing is designed for controlling the position of the
The task of microscopic visual servoing is designed for controlling the position of the
micromanipulator’s end-effector by automatically acquiring and analyzing the information from
micromanipulator’s end-effector by automatically acquiring and analyzing the information from the
the image to form a closed loop. In the automated ZEM, the needle should move toward the target
image to form a closed loop. In the automated ZEM, the needle should move toward the target
location from where the cell is to be extracted, so as to facilitate the subsequent cell injection task.
location from where the cell is to be extracted, so as to facilitate the subsequent cell injection task. The
The system should enable accurate and rapid movement of the injection needle to the target position
system should enable accurate and rapid movement of the injection needle to the target position
without positional overshoot that would cause the needle to touch other cells or damage the cell
without positional overshoot that would cause the needle to touch other cells or damage the cell being
being injected, thereby hampering the success of the experiment. The proportional-integral-derivative
injected, thereby hampering the success of the experiment. The proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) controller, one of the most commonly used control system in engineering applications, is also
(PID) controller, one of the most commonly used control system in engineering applications, is also
suitable for micromanipulation [133]. In this system, the upper computer guides the mechanical arm
suitable for micromanipulation [133]. In this system, the upper computer guides the mechanical arm
to move the microinjection needle to the target position based on the PID control law and releases the
to move the microinjection needle to the target position based on the PID control law and releases the
injectable substance. This is a very coarse-grained control strategy because it requires only steady-state
injectable substance. This is a very coarse-grained control strategy because it requires only steadyperformance, i.e., reaching the specified position, but ignores the dynamic effects caused by target
state performance, i.e., reaching the specified position, but ignores the dynamic effects caused by
deformation during the needle movement and injection.
target deformation during the needle movement and injection.
Considering the particularity of the cell injection environment, an image-based dynamic
Considering the particularity of the cell injection environment, an image-based dynamic looklook-and-move visual servoing control structure can be a suitable choice for robotic manipulation
and-move visual servoing control structure can be a suitable choice for robotic manipulation systems
systems [97,134]. For optical microscope-based vision systems, the camera can only be mounted on
[97,134]. For optical microscope-based vision systems, the camera can only be mounted on the
the microscope for simultaneously observing the target object and the end-effector. Therefore, good
microscope for simultaneously observing the target object and the end-effector. Therefore, good
injection results can be obtained using an end-point closed-loop system as shown in Figure 8.
injection results can be obtained using an end-point closed-loop system as shown in Figure 8.
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4. Actuator
4. Actuator
An actuator enables the micro-displacement driving mechanism to move within an appropriate
range during the cell microinjection process and prevents the cell from being damaged. The
An actuator enables the micro-displacement driving mechanism to move within an appropriate
actuator is mainly used as a microinjection manipulator to enable precise and rapid movement of the
range during the cell microinjection process and prevents the cell from being damaged. The actuator
microinjection needle in and out of the cell, and the length of time the capillary tip remains in the cell
is mainly used as a microinjection manipulator to enable precise and rapid movement of the
directly affects the intracellular injection volume. The zebrafish embryo to be manipulated generally
microinjection needle in and out of the cell, and the length of time the capillary tip remains in the cell
has a diameter of approximately 1 mm. This small size warrants a high-precision microinjection system.
directly affects the intracellular injection volume. The zebrafish embryo to be manipulated generally
Therefore, it is crucial to use a suitable actuator as the needle manipulator. Depending on the type
has a diameter of approximately 1 mm. This small size warrants a high-precision microinjection
of driving force, actuators can be roughly divided into the following categories: piezoelectric type,
system. Therefore, it is crucial to use a suitable actuator as the needle manipulator. Depending on the
pneumatic type, shape memory effect, electrostatic force, linear motor, mechanical drive, electrothermal,
type of driving force, actuators can be roughly divided into the following categories: piezoelectric
electromagnetic force, and laser drive. Table 3 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages
type, pneumatic type, shape memory effect, electrostatic force, linear motor, mechanical drive,
of some of these driving mechanisms. The stacked piezoelectric ceramic actuator, a new type of
electrothermal, electromagnetic force, and laser drive. Table 3 summarizes the advantages and
micro-displacement device, is considered as an ideal choice for cell manipulation due to its advantages
disadvantages of some of these driving mechanisms. The stacked piezoelectric ceramic actuator, a
of large driving force, large displacement, high rigidity, and fast response. It is particularly applicable
new type of micro-displacement device, is considered as an ideal choice for cell manipulation due to
for manipulating zebrafish embryos because of the tough double-layer structure of their cell membrane
its advantages of large driving force, large displacement, high rigidity, and fast response. It is
and zona pellucida, which require an actuator that minimizes the damage to the cell to ensure a high
particularly applicable for manipulating zebrafish embryos because of the tough double-layer
success rate of injection. However, the actual output of the piezoelectric ceramic actuator is not ideal
structure of their cell membrane and zona pellucida, which require an actuator that minimizes the
because the output displacement is not linear with the input signal in the strict sense, and the actuator
damage to the cell to ensure a high success rate of injection. However, the actual output of the
exhibits problems such as creep, hysteresis, and nonlinearity.
piezoelectric ceramic actuator is not ideal because the output displacement is not linear with the input
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Table 3. Comparison of the main actuator types.
Type

Operational
Principles

Performance
Features

Precision

References

Direct current
motor

Electromagnetic
effect

• Fast response but
large force and
displacement

Submicron

[137]

Piezoelectric
ceramics

Piezoelectric effect

• Applicable in a
wide range of
frequencies but
insensitive to
temperature
• No magnetic
field influence but
exhibits hysteresis

Sub-nanometer

[62–64,134,135]

Electrostrictive
ceramic

Electrically
induced effect

• Fast response but
small force and
displacement

Sub-nanometer

[65]

Shape memory
alloy

Metal phase
change

• Slow response
and small force and
displacement

Nano

[138]

Magnetostrictive
material

Magnetic effect

• Good reliability,
simple driving
mode but exhibits
hysteresis, low
precision, poor
response, and a
tendency to
overheat

Sub-nanometer

[139]

Giant
magnetostrictive
material

Magnetic effect

• Fast response but
large force and
displacement

Sub-nanometer

[140]

Ultrasonic motor

Piezoelectric effect
Ultrasonic
oscillation

• Fast response
speed but large
force and
displacement

10 nm (linear)
Seconds (rotary
type)

[141]

5. Microsensor Detection System
Micro-displacement sensors, micro-force sensors, and vision sensors are commonly used in
microscopic cell injection systems to obtain information on zebrafish embryos. Subsequently, the
manipulation task is completed by extracting the best active embryos and guiding the injection needle
to the optimal cell position by visual servoing control. The cell is very sensitive to the action of the
microinjection needle and the holding pipette, so it is critical to accurately control the amount of force
applied to the cell to prevent any damage. The microscopic system should contain a feedback system
to obtain information on force or position. The common types of feedback include position feedback,
visual feedback, force feedback, and tactile feedback. Despite offering visual micromanipulation and
a greatly improved level of automation, the microscopic vision system may be occluded, rendering
it unfit for determining the position and posture of the target. Thus, it is preferable to control
the micromanipulation arm using displacement or force sensor-based feedback than using visual
feedback. Currently, micro-force sensors are the most widely used sensors in microinjection systems
for automated injection. They generate feedback parameters to measure the force applied by the
manipulators and the injectors. The mechanical data collected directly during the injection process
provide information on the physical characteristics of the injected cells, making the system easier
to manipulate.
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The current micro-force sensors can be categorized into six types: piezoelectric sensors,
piezoresistive sensors, capacitive sensors, strain gauges, magnetic effect-based sensors, and
vision-based sensors. The detection principles, advantages, disadvantages, and control accuracies of
the various types of sensors are described in Table 4. Figure 9 shows several typical micro-force sensors.
Table 4. Measurement methods and characteristics of micro-force sensors.
Type

Detection Principle

Advantages

Disadvantages

Precision

References

Piezoelectric sensor

Piezoelectric effect of
piezoelectric
materials

• Wide band
• High sensitivity
• High signal-to-noise
ratio
• Simple structure

• Poor output direct
current response
• Unsuitable for static
measurement

µN–sub µN

[142]

Piezoresistive sensor

The relationship
between force and
resistance

• Proven detection
method and good
frequency response

• Modest signal-to-noise
ratio
• Complex structure
• Temperature-sensitive

mN–sub mN

[143,144]

• Simple structure
• Good stability
• High sensitivity

• Highly nonlinear
strain

µN–sub µN

[66,69]

• Simple structure

• Modest detection
accuracy

mN

[145]

• Cannot work under
high temperature

sub µN

[146–148]

• Difficult to prepare

nN

[68,149]

• Low sensitivity and
precision
• Difficult to detect static
forces

nN

[150,151]

• Complex mechanical
structure

nN–pN

[71,152–154]

• Difficult to fabricate
• Complex optical setup

N/A

[38]

nN

[155]

mN–µN

[156,157]

Capacitive transducer

Strain gauge

The relationship
between force and
capacitance change
between plates
The relationship
between the shape
variable and stress

Polyvinylidene
fluoride force
transducer

Piezoelectric effect

Polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) patch force
transducer

Deviate from PDMS
posts

Cantilever-based force
sensor

Beam deflection

Cantilever force
transducer with an
indentation probe

Beam deflection

Miniature
camera-based force
sensor

Change in diffraction
efficiency

Magnetic effect-based
sensor
Vision-based sensor

The compressive
magnetic effect of
magnetic materials
The relationship
between stress and
image deviation

• High linearity
• High signal-to-noise
ratio
• Suitable for dynamic
force induction
• Easy to fabricate and
can be used to study
different types of cell
characteristics
• Easy to fabricate and
allows vision-enabled
measurement of
structural deformation
• Simple structure
• High resolution, can be
used to study the force
response of cells under
large deformation
• High resonance
frequency
• High measurement
accuracy
• Non-contact
measurement

• Prone to be affected by
the surrounding
magnetic field
• Strict requirements for
image processing
precision

•Strict

The
relationship
Vision-based sensor
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between stress
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•Non-contact
measurement

requirements for
image
processing
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mN–μN

[156,157]
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Figure
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vision-based cellular force measurement (Courtesy of [68]).

Two force measurement sensors, namely, capacitive and visual sensors, are commonly used in
Two force measurement sensors, namely, capacitive and visual sensors, are commonly used in
the microinjection systems. Micro-force sensors usually feature a cantilever beam structure made of a
the microinjection systems. Micro-force sensors usually feature a cantilever beam structure made of
silicon wafer and a semiconductor detection circuit created at an appropriate position of the silicon
a silicon wafer and a semiconductor detection circuit created at an appropriate position of the silicon
beam by photolithography and etching in a microelectromechanical system (MEMS). K.P. Roberts [66]
beam by photolithography and etching in a microelectromechanical system (MEMS). K.P. Roberts
fabricated a two-axis capacitive micro-force sensor using a deep ion etching process. Y. Sun et al. [67]
[66] fabricated a two-axis capacitive micro-force sensor using a deep ion etching process. Y. Sun et al.
developed a MEMS capacitive force sensor that can not only measure a wide range of forces from
mN to pN but also provides information on force along multiple axes. It has the advantages of low
power consumption, low noise, and high sensitivity. X. Liu et al. [68,69] invented a device that uses six
low-stiffness elastic posts to fix cells. It can indirectly obtain information on the force applied to the
cell using the microscopic vision method. D.H. Kim [38,70] developed a piezoelectric cell pressure
sensor that uses a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) film as a pressure-sensitive component and the
inverse piezoelectric effect of the PVDF film for measurements. The PVDF film pressure sensor allows
the measurement of the mechanical properties of zebrafish embryos at different developmental stages.
S. Muntwyler et al. [72] developed a MEMS-based bulk silicon microfabrication process to build a
three-axis force sensor with sub-micro-Newton measurement uncertainty and a tunable force range.
Existing micro-displacement sensors, such as micro-fabricated capacitive sensors, inductive
displacement sensors, resistance strain displacement sensors, fiber sensors, grating sensors, and
photoelectric encoders, generally use a MEMS-based technology to measure position or distance.
F. Yang and Y. Ying [73] at Tsinghua University designed a microbeam displacement measurement
method that integrates double-grating interference and a charge-coupled device image measurement
system. X.J. Zhanga et al. [71] proposed an optical encoder based on a transmission phase grating
combined with an injector to indirectly measure the injection force applied to Drosophila embryos.
A.F. Ergenc [74] proposed a novel method to detect the tip displacement of a 3D glass pipette using
laser optics. F. Karimirad [75] at Monash University in Australia proposed a vision-based force
measurement method using a neural network model. Karimirad further studied the various stages of
cell deformation during the injection of spherical cells by tracking and characterizing the deformation
in real time using a dimple angle.
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6. Characterization of Cell Models
The change in the quantitative relationship between the applied force and the deformation of
a chorionic structure caused by chorion softening during the embryonic stage is a major obstacle
to successful injection. To overcome this obstacle, researchers often use a holding or squeezing
method [160] in conjunction with various sensors to establish the relationship between the applied force
and embryo deformation and determine the material and mechanical properties of the cell membrane.
Figure 10 shows three typical methods for determining the mechanical properties of cell membranes.
Y. Tan [76] proposed a mechanical model based on the membrane theory, which uses a quasi-static
equilibrium equation to establish the relationship between force and biological cell deformation.
Y. Sun et al. [37] used micro-sized micro-pillars obtained by micromachining to extrude embryos and
measure the Young’s modulus of the embryonic membranes. Y. H. Tan [76] used a microinjection
needle and a PVDF micro-force sensor to measure the Young’s modulus of the embryonic membranes
and achieved ideal results. However, the biggest drawback of this extrusion-based membrane property
measurement method is that it requires high-precision sensors capable of sensing micro-Newton-level
forces, which are costly and require special customization. Therefore, it is critical to develop methods
that can measure membrane properties based on visual feedback without relying on any special sensor.
A zebrafish embryo can be thought of as a liquid ball larger than a holding pipette and wrapped
in a layer of membrane. The embryo fits well with the model for measuring the membrane shear
modulus of cochlear outer hair cells based on the aspiration method described previously [77,78,161].
Therefore, this model can be used to measure the shear modulus of the zebrafish embryonic membranes.
The relationship between the aspiration pressure and the length of the embryonic membrane aspirated
by a holding pipette can be automatically obtained using an image processing algorithm. Furthermore,
the relationship between the aspiration depth, the aspiration pressure, and the shear modulus of the
zebrafish
embryo
bePEER
obtained
using this model.
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The average force required to puncture the chorion at the blastula stage is 1.3 times greater than that
at the prehatching stage. The elastic modulus of the chorion at the blastocyst stage is 1.66 [37] times
greater than that at the prehatching stage. Considering these factors, the microinjection needle should
satisfy the following requirements: (1) It should be capable of moving with a fast instantaneous speed
to overcome the effect of cell membrane viscoelasticity, reduce cell deformation, and avoid excessive

To introduce foreign substances into a cell at a specified position, the microinjection needle must
first puncture the outer transparent band or the cell membrane to penetrate the cell. This process
requires the microinjection needle to move with a fast instantaneous speed and a high positioning
accuracy to avoid excessive cell deformation or damage to the cell membrane. In particular, the
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deformation of the chorionic structure varies at different embryonic development stages of the
zebrafish, and the elastic modulus of the chorion can be determined using the biofilm elastic model.
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Y. Kimura and R. Yanagimachi [81] designed a pulse-based actuator for cell puncturing. Despite
Y. Kimura and R. Yanagimachi [81] designed a pulse-based actuator for cell puncturing. Despite
the high resolution and stability of the piezoelectric drive, the drive signal of the piezoelectric
the high resolution and stability of the piezoelectric drive, the drive signal of the piezoelectric material
material produces an undesirable lateral motion at the tip of the needle, which can considerably
produces an undesirable lateral motion at the tip of the needle, which can considerably damage the cells.
damage the cells. To address this problem, H.B. Huang [36] designed an injection device that
To address this problem, H.B. Huang [36] designed an injection device that assembles a piezoelectric
assembles a piezoelectric stack at the end of a piezoelectrically driven cell injector, which can reduce
stack at the end of a piezoelectrically driven cell injector, which can reduce the vibration amplitude.
the vibration amplitude. In the ultrasonic cutting process of the test procedure [83], the cell sustains
In the ultrasonic cutting process of the test procedure [83], the cell sustains almost no deformation
during cell injection. Compared with the traditional cell puncturing techniques, this method uses an
ultrasonic cutting force instead of a penetration force to puncture the cell membrane, which provides
better control over the movement speed during cell injection. The harmful lateral tip oscillations of the
injector pipette can also be reduced. To address the oscillation problem, N. Olgac et al. [163] designed
a cell puncturing device leveraging the rotational oscillations of the pipette tip. W. Johnson et al. [82]
designed a flexure-guided piezoelectric drill for penetrating the zona pellucida of mammalian cells. The
piezoelectric drill, operating under carefully selected and filtered pulse train signals, offers large axial
and low lateral oscillation amplitudes and causes only a minor deformation during the penetration of
the zona pellucida.
Microinjection is considered to be the most effective method for delivering foreign substances
into the cells due to its advantages of causing minimal damage to the embryos, ease of material
preparation, and high injection efficiency. There are three basic microinjection techniques: capillary
pressure microinjection [1], capillary electrophoresis [86], and capillary iontophoresis [87]. Of these,
capillary pressure microinjection is the most commonly used technique in automated microinjection.
Capillary pressure microinjection [1] is a mechanical method that can be further divided into
two subtypes: pulse-based pressure gas-driven microinjection [84,112] and equilibrium pressure
microinjection based on the static principle method [45]. Many factors, such as the manipulation
device, the cell itself, and the characteristics of the injection, may affect the microinjection process
performed using this method. Therefore, some uncontrollable biological interference factors, such as
intracellular pressure, membrane elasticity and size, injection viscosity, uniformity, and air bubbles,
also affect the relationship between the injection parameters and the injection volume.
In an injection model based on the pulse pressure method, the control of the injection volume from
the microliter to the fly level can be realized. This method is fast and has high control precision but has
two drawbacks: (i) The injection volume is difficult to be accurately controlled; and the quantitative
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injection repeatability is poor. (ii) In the injection process, the effect of the injection surface on the
injection volume is not considered. Application of the same pressure for the same length of time on
different injection surface positions is likely to cause a substantial deviation in the injection volume.
The equilibrium pressure injection method based on the static principle can accurately control the
microinjection volume but is limited because its model is based on the premise that liquid is stationary.
The equilibrium pressure model ignores the friction between the liquid and the tube wall, as well
as other microscale forces that may cause changes in the state of the fluid motion. These simplified
processes reduce the accuracy of the model.
The automatic quantitative injection method should be able to achieve automated quantitative
injection control. Nanoscale quantitative injection is required for zebrafish embryos. When the injection
operation is affected by the microscale effect, high flow resistance is likely to occur in the microinjection
needle, thereby reducing the average flow rate of the injection (i.e., a low Reynolds number). Three key
factors affect the injection volume, namely, the pressure difference applied to the front and rear ends of
the injection surface, the opening radius of the microinjection needle, and the injection time. Therefore,
it is necessary to establish an injection volume model considering these parameters [45,64,164,165]
and to leverage intelligent parameter optimization to identify the model parameters. The factors that
specifically affect the injection volume are shown in Figure 12. The injection volume can be controlled
by the driving voltage amplitude, frequency, and driving times applied to the piezoelectric ceramics.
However, there is one drawback to this model: As the parameters vary with substances of different
viscosities and concentrations, the model needs to be re-established whenever any new substance is to
be
injected, which greatly reduces its general applicability.
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8. Conclusions and Prospects
8. Conclusions and Prospects
In conclusion, this paper comprehensively reviews recent studies on zebrafish embryo
In conclusion, this paper comprehensively reviews recent studies on zebrafish embryo
microinjection and showed that techniques for each step of the microinjection procedure have
microinjection and showed that techniques for each step of the microinjection procedure have been
been fully developed for automatic ZEM. Nonetheless, the drawbacks of some techniques warrant
fully developed for automatic ZEM. Nonetheless, the drawbacks of some techniques warrant further
further research to enhance the efficiency and success rate of injection. First, the immobilization and
research to enhance the efficiency and success rate of injection. First, the immobilization and posture
posture adjustment of cells in batches need to be accomplished to greatly improve the efficiency of
adjustment of cells in batches need to be accomplished to greatly improve the efficiency of
microinjection. Second, position sensors with nanometer-level accuracy, force sensors that can detect
microinjection. Second, position sensors with nanometer-level accuracy, force sensors that can detect
force in the nanonewton range, and actuators that can handle picoliter-level injecting volumes are
force in the nanonewton range, and actuators that can handle picoliter-level injecting volumes are
required to further reduce embryo damage during microinjection. Moreover, breakthroughs have
required to further reduce embryo damage during microinjection. Moreover, breakthroughs have
been made in several relatively new interdisciplinary methods and techniques, such as microfluidics,
been made in several relatively new interdisciplinary methods and techniques, such as microfluidics,
MEMS sensors, and new control techniques, which could be combined to develop microinjection
MEMS sensors, and new control techniques, which could be combined to develop microinjection
platforms with higher levels of precision and efficiency for automated microinjection operations. These
platforms with higher levels of precision and efficiency for automated microinjection operations.
technological advances will continue to provide researchers in biology, genetics, and medicine with
These technological advances will continue to provide researchers in biology, genetics, and medicine
with access to automated microinjection approaches with high throughput, high efficiency and high
success rates in the coming decades.
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